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Introduction

QuoVadis X Mobile for iOS and Android is the new travel, navigation and route planning app built with
the experience of more than 22 years of developing navigation apps, traveling all around the world
and requests and feedback of thousands of users.

The main features of the app are:

Maps! Choose from many built-in online-maps, download offline maps and even use your own
maps
Routing! Use the major online routing providers - Google, Bing, Graphhopper, download offline
routing data to route when there is no connection.
Planning! Plan your routes, easy and powerful, in advance, while on the road, edit your routes
Search! Find places and POIs online or offline in your offline maps
Navigate! Let the app guide you while walking, riding, driving with precise turn-by-turn
instructions
Share! Share your routes and your location with others, see the location of others
Archiving! The underlying database system manages a nearly unlimited amount of waypoints,
routes and tracks
GPS, Weather, Astronomical data, Track statistics, configurable dashboard and much more
Last but not the least - perfect integration with QuoVadis X Desktop for Windows and Mac

It comes in three versions. Basic is free of charge but with limited options. Standard and
Poweruser are being charged on a yearly subscription basis. If you decide to cancel or not to renew
the subscription, the app will automatically switch back to Basic, still giving you access to your data
with basic functionality.

During the time of your active subscription you'll receive all updates free of charge.

AFTER DOWNLOADING THE APP, YOU WILL HAVE 10 DAYS TO TEST THE FULL FUNCTIONALITY FREE OF
CHARGE. WE RECOMMEND YOU TO TAKE YOUR TIME TO TEST THE APP IF IT SUITS YOUR
EXPECTATIONS BEFORE YOU GO FOR A SUBSCRIPTION.

Please find below the overview of the features of each version:

Basic Standard Poweruser
Navigation + + +
Route planning - + +
Routing options limited + - -
Routing options all - + +
Online maps + + +
Offline maps - + +
Offline routing - + +
Multiple layers maps 1 3 9
Poi categories 1 3 9
Sharing data - + +
Sharing location - + +
Weather OpenWeatherMaps - + +
Weather YR.NO - - +
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Basic Standard Poweruser
PM - + +
Curvy - + +
Unpaved roads - - +
Alternative routes - + +
User Databases 0 3 99
Trackíng - + +
Import - + +
Export - + +
Search basic + - -
Search advanced - + +
Offline elevations - + +
Trip Information - - + (1)
Edit Tracks - - + (1)
Projects - - + (1)
Pois along the route - - + (1)
Travel expenses - - + (1)
Photos - - + (1)
Track navigation - - + (1)
Route optimization - - + (1)

(1) - planned new function for the near future

About this manual

This manual describes the iOS and also the Android version. Both apps are identical in functionality,
but of course the UI elements look slightly different. Most of the screenshots were taken with an
iPhone. On Android, the corresponding area therefore looks slightly different, but should be clearly
recognizable.
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